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In this talk, I want to overview possible applications of eye movement studies for visualizations. On the one hand, we can make personalized predictions on a per-user
basis; on the other hand, we can aggregate attention data across a population to make generalized conclusions about the design itself.

What do individual
observers fixate on?

We can learn to associate an individual user’s eye movements with what trends the user has picked up on or what will be stored in memory.
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Borkin*, Bylinskii*, et al. [InfoVis 2015]

For instance, in a past InfoVis paper, we have shown that eye movements can give us clues about which elements of a visualization are encoded into
memory, and which elements help with retrieval from memory.
Paper ref: https://vcg.seas.harvard.edu/files/pfister/files/infovis_submission251-camera.pdf

An individual’s eye movements
can be used to predict the individual’s memory

Bylinskii, et al. [Vision Research 2015]

In a Vision Research paper, we were able to make individualized memory predictions: we used an individual user’s eye movements on a natural image to predict whether
that user will remember an image later on.
Paper ref: http://web.mit.edu/zoya/www/docs/figrimProof.pdf
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4 C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a number of eye movement metric
that can be used to summarize fixation behavior on visualizations. W
discussed different ways that these metrics can be used to make in
ferences about observer interactions with visualizations and about th
effectiveness of different visualization designs. We also presented
number of techniques for visualizing some properties of fixation be
havior that these metrics aim to capture. Our visualization code will b
made available at http://massvis.mit.edu. Note that a thor
ough treatment of other properties of eye movement behavior like sca
paths and saccades has mostly been left out of the current paper, an
remains for further consideration.
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Fig. 3. Top row: a visualization with low inter-observer consistency
(IOC). Different observers examine the visualization in different ways
- will they get the same information out of it? Bottom row: a visualization with high IOC. All observers have a very similar fixation pattern
Bylinskii, et al. [ETVIS 2015]
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3.4 Coverage
Paper ref: http://web.mit.edu/zoya/www/docs/Bylinskii_fixation_metrics.pdf

Coverage measures the amount of image area covered by fixations [30]
- in other words, how much of the visualization did observers actually
look at? Coverage is computed by thresholding the fixation map at
some critical threshold, kept constant across all of the images to facilitate comparison. Low coverage indicates that only a small portion
of the image was actually fixated. Analyzing coverage can help diagnose potential design issues. If a large part of the visualization is
covered in data but the fixation coverage is low, then the observers
may have missed crucial parts of the message. Consider the examples
in Fig. 4: an analysis of coverage can tell us which elements of each
visualization are likely to be missed by observers. Overall, we find
that among the 50 visualizations with highest coverage, 34% are infographics, while of the 50 visualizations with lowest coverage, 40% are
news media. Infographics visualizations have on average more coverage (0.44) than news media visualizations (0.40, p < 0.05). Recall

or if all observers will pay attention

Is a design successful at guiding observer attention?
Fig. 2. Each plot includes a fixation metric (see Table 1) computed by intersecting fixation locations of observers on visualizations with polygons
outlining the visualization elements. The visualization elements are listed on the x-axis of each of these plots. The values plotted are means and
standard errors computed over all the observers and all 393 target visualizations.
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Fig. 4. Analyzing fixation coverage can help diagnose potential design issues. (a) The photographic element may have distracted observers, who
paid no attention to the bar graph; (b) The title at the bottom, explaining the visualization, was missed; (c) Some regions of the map attracted
observers’ attention more than others, and the logo at the bottom right redirected attention; (d) A visualization with many components and high
coverage - observers were engaged, and examined the majority of the visualization.

Bylinskii, et al. [ETVIS 2015]

We can also ask if all observers are likely to miss the same design regions.
Paper ref: http://web.mit.edu/zoya/www/docs/Bylinskii_fixation_metrics.pdf

Fig. 5. Heatmaps created by selectively accumulating fixations of different durations, across all observers. Top row: fixations less than 200 ms.
Middle row: fixations between 200 and 300 ms. Bottom row: fixations between 300 and 500 ms.

What is salient to a population of observers?

Bylinskii et al. [accepted to UIST 2017]

At a population level, we can ask what a group of participants pick up from a visualization - what is generally salient in the design.
Project page: http://visimportance.csail.mit.edu/

Learning population attention patterns

Neural Network

Bylinskii et al. [accepted to UIST 2017]

Motivated by all these applications, we sought a way to scale up data collection of attention patterns. So using the BubbleView tool (massvis.mit.edu/bubbleview) that
was described in the previous talk, we have gathered attention maps for thousands of visualizations.
Project page: http://visimportance.csail.mit.edu/
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Bylinskii et al. [accepted to UIST 2017]

This has allowed us to make automated, real-time predictions of attention patterns on new data visualizations, and separately, graphic designs.
Project page: http://visimportance.csail.mit.edu/

Application: thumbnailing

Bylinskii et al. [accepted to UIST 2017]

We have used these predictions to compute automatic thumbnails for visualizations.
Project page: http://visimportance.csail.mit.edu/

Application: thumbnailing

Bylinskii et al. [accepted to UIST 2017]

Using a set of users studies, we show that these thumbnails capture the parts of the visualizations that can facilitate their quick retrieval from a database.
Project page: http://visimportance.csail.mit.edu/

Application: automatic feedback within design tools

Bylinskii et al. [accepted to UIST 2017]

We can also display these predictions in realtime on a graphic design tool.
Demo: http://visimportance.csail.mit.edu/design/create/

Learning population attention patterns

Finally, we are currently exploring new ways of capturing attention patterns in crowdsourced settings. For instance, showing small images, and having people use a zoom
lens to explore those images.

http://phone-vis.herokuapp.com/vss/vis

Or, in our new PosterViewer mobile web app, we capture participant interactions as they pinch-zoom to explore academic posters. We will use all these collected
attention patterns for summarization applications.
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